DELTA-4B, type UHF;
DELTA-4B/N, type N

Suggestions for connecting multiple antennas to multiple rigs utilizing Model DELTA4-B (4
position) coax antenna switches. Antenna types and rigs are samples from a customer request.
Model DELTA-2B (2 position) switches can be used for lesser antenna/rig requirements.
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As an example of the operation, if you placed
switch 1 in position 1 and switch 2 in position 1,
the “HF antenna” would routed through to the “IC
7000”.
Note the “COM” connector on switch 1 is routed
to the “COM” connector on switch 2 with a jumper
coax. Then, both switches have complete
versatility for multiple rigs and multiple antennas.
WARNING: DO NOT tighten D-4 ARC-PLUG pill. It
is factory adjusted. Over tightening will damage
internal switch circuits and will not be covered by
warranty.

CAUTION: The Model D-4 gas tube ARC-PLUG cartridge has been
installed and carefully adjusted at the factory. It passes surge
voltages to ground through the device, but does not pass RF.
DO NOT attempt to tighten or adjust this device as over tightening will
damage the switch thru-line circuits. If the Model D-4 cartridge needs
replacement, follow the instructions on the previous sheets. When
installed, adjust the set screw so it is only JUST FINGER TIGHT! Do
NOT screw it down tight with a screw driver.
Unless the switch takes a surge beyond its rating, is operated at high VSWR (over
2:1 at the point of installation) with high power (1500 watts), or “hot switched”
while transmitting, the need for replacement is very rare.
The need for replacement is indicated by a “dead” receiver or infinite SWR on
tune up. This is because the Model D-4 fails in the “fail safe” mode and shorts
itself to ground. The equipment is therefore protected until replaced. This switch
can be operated normally without the Model D-4 installed, but without equipment
protection.

Over tightening and switch thru-line damage will not be covered by
warranty.

